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Specialty Manufacturers Assists in Development
of Breast Cancer Diagnostic Equipment
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Apollo mold and decorate thirteen components for the
and less traumatic for the patient than other biopsy
automated tissue excision and collection device. In
techniques.
addition to molding and decorating, Apollo builds, tests,
Specialty’s customer listened to doctors’ requests for
and ships a subassembly that contains ten purchased
product improvements over the years and used those
components and four molded components.
requests to develop a fully closed and disposable autoD&M manufactures twenty-five metal components and
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The processes involved in the manufacture of these two
“The customer’s engineering staff that helped develop
this product has had a long-term relationship with Specialty products include; molding, finishing, ultrasonic welding,
chemical bonding, hand assembly, vacuum and leak
Manufacturers,” said Don Lucas, vice president of sales for
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Breast Cancer Diagnostic
Equipment (con’t.)
By supplying completed
inner-assemblies for the
automated tissue excision
and collection device,
and the subassembly for
the stereotactic adaptor,
Specialty has reduced
manufacturing and
inventory costs for our
customer, and product
improvements can happen at a quicker pace,”
Don Lucas stated. “The
final assembly and testing
of both devices is handled
by the customer.”
The automated tissue
excision and collection
device can be used right
in the doctor’s office, and
the procedure is relatively
painless.
“They can go in and not
only take a biopsy but
extract the majority of the
tissue whether it is malignant or benign,” Don
Lucas explained. An
added feature with the

device is that the doctor
can also place a marker
that indicates where the
biopsy sample is located.
The automated tissue
excision and collection
system is not only compatible with the normal
ultrasound imaging
technique, but for the first
time in history it is compatible with the MRI as well.
The manufacturing of
this technically advanced
device resulted from the
successful combination of
expertise.
“We can provide many
services for our customers
that most molders would
have to outsource,” stated
Tom Copeland, vice
president of Specialty
Manufacturers’ Medical
Products Division. “This
project is a prime example
of what we can do for our
customers.”
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Plastic Die-cast
Injection Modling
Medical Products
Medical Products produces
plastic and metal components
for the medical industry. Medical
Products assures compliance
with applicable quality system
regulations and standards such
as cGMP and ISO/EN. Medical
Products offers a class 100,000
Clean Room for molding and
assembly and will provide
modular clean room enclosures
as needed for growth.

Apollo specializes in complicated
thin wall molding and secondary
operations including assembly,
machining, painting, laser
etching, silk screening, pad
printing, and chemical &
mechanical bonding. The
company has expertise in
building high-speed assembly
equipment to reduce costs and
improve quality. Apollo is certified
to ISO 9002 and QS 9000.

PRD has for over 20 years been
a manufacturer of high quality
injection molded products. In
addition to injection molding,
PRD offers machining, assembly
and test services to customers in
North America, Asia and Europe.
PRD is certified to ISO 9002, QS
9000 and ISO 14001.

D&M Tool is Specialty’s state-ofthe-art facility for creating molds
for plastic injection molding and
die casting. D&M also machines
tight tolerance metal and plastic
components. D&M Tool
Corporation’s quality system is
certified to ISO 9002 by ABS
Quality Evaluation, Inc.

